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E
iviluxury, located in the heart of the island of

Ibiza, offers exclusive and personalised health and

beauty service 365 days a year. We are a doctor-

led clinic specialising in medical aesthetics. At the

forefront of advanced beauty, offering an affordable range of

some of the most sophisticated non-surgical, anti-aging products

and treatments available in the market today. Led by specialist

and visionary Dr María Bufi, who founded her first clinic of

aesthetic medicine in 2004 which expanded in 2013 to become

the prestigious brand EIVILUXURY, the clinic are at the

forefront of aesthetics and cosmetics, discovering and adopting

new techniques in both surgical and non-surgical treatments.

With a powerful list of services EIVILUXURY is dedicated to

their patients and endeavour to provide the best, most suitable

treatment for the individual, making sure all questions and

concerns are addressed prior to treatment and that all the pa-

tients leave fully-satisfied. Their aim is to satisfy all those who

wish to prevent, maintain or improve aspects of their health,

body image and self-esteem "Feeling good inside and out" by

providing outstanding service for all patients and creating a

serene, calm and professional environment for them to be

treated in. Using superior products Dr Maria Bufi focuses on

providing the most sophisticated procedures, and producing

natural-looking, subtle results. Treatments include Facial

Rejuvenation including Botox, Acne treatments, Anti-Ageing

Treatments and Hair Transplant Treatments. Body Care: Lipola-

ser, Mesotherapy, Carboxitherapy, Diets and Slimming solu-

tions and Beauty and Massage. A full range of Aesthetic surgery

is offered for both male and female, including intímate surgery.

Eiviluxury also offer clients the chance to combine a holiday on

the beautiful island of Ibiza whilst indulging in their health and

beauty services. Enjoy a combined package of detox, anti-stress

and slimming treatments over a choice of 2,3,4 or 7 days. If you

require exclusivity and privacy Eiviluxury offer a VIP service to

meet the demands of individuals.  You will receive direct

contact with your personal specialist and be allocated a Personal

Assistant whom will organise your holiday, looking at all the

facilities: accommodation in luxury farmhouses, transfers,

translators, nurses, diets, leisure activities etc. Be Eivissa, Be

Beauty, Be You.
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